i96

StarLine i96

is an intelligent immobiliser system -- the embodiment of the very latest vehicle

anti-theft technologies based on extensive research of the prevailing trends in automotive crime on a

global scale, the comfort and security needs of the modern user, and the complicated nature of
modern vehicles' on-board electronics.
State-of-the-art patented technologies used in this product offer a unique mix of proven and reliable
'old-school‘ (analogue) algorithms combined with the latest contemporary digital solutions –
resulting in a cutting-edge super-product designed to ensure that nothing is left to chance.
StarLine i96 is designed to protect the vehicle against unauthorised use by blocking it’s engine, both in-motion (conditional anti-hijack) and whilst parked.

Interfaces: 3xCAN, BluetoothSmart, microUSB.
Owner authentication: StarLine smart tag, personal smartphone, PIN code via OEM dash
buttons (any combination).
Engine immobilisation: CAN-BUS, standard analogue, wireless analogue.
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In addition to it’s impressive
protective properties, StarLine i96
offers a number of service

Smart Owner Authentication

features, such as central locking
system control; hands-free mode,

The system will identify its owner and
remove driving prohibition via one or
several chosen methods: personal
smartphone*, StarLine smart tag,
and/or a PIN code entered on OEM
dash buttons.

door locking upon motion detection,

*Free ‘StarLine Key: Reloaded’ mobile app.
available for Apple iOS and Android.

deactivation, wireless status

automatic window roll-up, low
battery warning, Valet and AntiHijack mode activation via BT smart
tag, automatic Valet mode

indication, and more!

StarLine i96 will safeguard against such popular methods of theft as:
Keyless Entry System Protection
Ensures protection against ‘relay attack’ –
a theft method that all keyless cars are
susceptible to.

Anti Carjacking
Anti-hijack mode can be set up using
individual algorithms, such as immobilising
the vehicle after X min. / X metres following
owner authentication failure.

Anti Key-Cloning Via OBD-II
The system will protect against key cloning
via the OBD-II port. Even in Valet mode, the
port remains inaccessible.

Controlled Area Network Protection
Impossible to bypass by creating a shortcircuit within the vehicle’s Controlled Area
Network.

Anti Physical Key Theft
The system ensure that the vehicle can’t be
started even if the thief has obtained the
factory key.

Smart Engine Immobilisation
StarLine i96 offer multi-tier engine
blocking for super-protection:





Learn more about StarLine’s professional automotive security solutions at:

www.starlinesystems.co.uk

Digital (invisible, undetectable)
(via the car’s own CAN-BUS protocols)
Analogue-Standard
(i.e. using a standard analogue relay)
Analogue-Wireless
(via StarLine R6/R6ECO wireless BT relays)
Analogue-Coded
(i.e. via StarLine R4 coded relay)

